Application timeline for Knight-Hennessy Scholarship (KHS) candidates:

All CHPR application materials from KH Scholar candidates are due on November 6, 2017 by 11:59 pm PST, including GRE, MCAT or GMAT scores and all references. KH Scholar candidates are encouraged to sit for their GRE and equivalent tests (including TOEFL for International students) at a date early enough so that they will have their scores by the deadline, as incomplete applications will not be reviewed. Please contact ETS for information regarding when test scores are available. Self-reported GRE scores will be accepted pending delivery of official scores from ETS directly to Stanford Graduate Admissions.

While the KH Scholar program indicates they prioritize two+ year graduate programs, they are equally clear that CHPR’s social justice, equity and access focus is in sync with KH Scholar values. KH Scholar criteria include:

- **Independence of Thought**
  - First-step mental sharpness
  - Seeks out knowledge and new experiences
  - Full of original ideas
  - Makes sense of ambiguous situations
  - Can hold a contrarian or dissenting point of view

- **Purposeful Leadership**
  - Ambitious, in the best sense of the word
  - Driven to improve self
  - Willing to take risks
  - Self-aware
  - Persists and bounces back from adversity

- **Civic Mindset**
  - Personally humble and kind
  - Inclusive
  - Respects differences
  - Concerned for and helpful to others
  - Low ego